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“Once a new technology rolls over you, if you're not part of the steamroller, you are part of the road.”
– Stewart Brand
This quote holds true for me, and it is especially applicable in this period when we are experiencing transformation of
technology at a rapid speed.
Since technology is the most important determinant of a country's development, it is the restraint of every citizen to establish a
strong hold on technology and latest tech devices. Over the past few years, the country has witnessed a substantial shift in
technology adoption, which is a positive indication of the country's development in the BFSI (Banking, Financial Services &
Insurance) sector.
In this edition of BFSI India, the cover story published is one of the most talked-about segments of the BFSI sector right now i.e.
Digital Revolution in Banking and its Impact on the Sector.
In this Edition, you will also see a special coverage on ‘How Cloud Computing is being used in transformation of Banking
Sector”.
Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and technological developments from different parts of the world,
which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
Follow
www.eldrok.com
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BFSI IT Briefs
Bottomlineis chosenbyHargreaves Lansdownforthefutureinstallmentsof theverificationprocess:

Bottomline, a main supplier of monetary
innovation that simplifies complex business

installments, shrewd and secure, reported
that the UK based Hargreaves Lansdown plc,
the UK's main speculation stage for private
financial backers, has chosen Bottomline PTX
to help its 'cloud-first' installments
procedure. Hargreaves Lansdown's choice to
move to a cloud-based business installments
stage lines up with its advanced change
technique. Its choice of PTX mirrors
Bottomline's capacity to give a completely
incorporated, guideline agreeable stage total
with creative usefulness around new

installments drives, like Open Banking.
Hargreaves Lansdown will utilize PTX to get
assets from its clients and circulate assets to
them. Bottomline, a supplier of monetary
innovation that makes complex business
installments and monetary informing basic,
shrewd and secure.

WizzFinancialaccompliceswithNIPLtosendofflivecomputerizedinstallmentsstage:
Wizz Financial, a worldwide FinTech
organization spend significant time in crossline installments, will team up with the NPCI
International Payments Ltd. (NIPL), the
global arm of National
Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI), to make the
primary live computerized installment stage,
utilizing different stages created by NPCI,
utilizing open-source advancements. Past
speed and productivity, Wizz Financial said
the stage will be a vital device for the people
who are unbanked as it assists them with

making an advanced impression for clients
which empowers admittance to credit and
other monetary administrations. The
installment stage in the UAE is important for
the organization's vision to make an
administration to-shopper stage, by which
legislatures will actually want to safely move
cash to residents straightforwardly, without
going through banks or different mediators
which can slow the conveyance cycle and
add charges and complexities to the
exchange interaction.

SoFiTechnologies declaresconsentto gainTechnisys:

SoFi Technologies, Inc., the advanced
individual budget organization, as of late
declared that it has gone into an

authoritative consolidation consent to get
Technisys, a main cloud-local, computerized
multi-item center financial stage. Technisys'
investors will get total thought of around 84
million portions of SoFi normal stock, under
10% of SoFi's completely weakened share
consider of September 30, 2021, dependent
upon standard changes set out in the
Merger Agreement. These offers have a total
worth of roughly $1.1 billion in light of the
volume-weighted normal cost of SoFi normal
stock for the 20-exchanging day time frame

finished February 15, 2022. The exchange is
relied upon to nearby the second quarter of
2022, dependent upon the fulfillment of
shutting conditions. The joined innovation
stack will make what is generally anticipated
to be the main start to finish upward
coordinated financial innovation stack, from
UI advancement abilities to an adaptable
multi-item banking center and record with
completely incorporated handling and card
giving accessible for SoFi items and
Galileo/Technisys accomplices.

Likvidioffersanadvanced carboncredit exchangeplatform:
Likvidi, a supportable money organization,
reports the sendoff of its carbon exchanging
stage and carbon credits. The 'Fluid Carbon
Credit' (LCO2) is a tokenized carbon credit
intended to be exchanged at high liquidity
on Likvidi's foundation and other blockchainbased trades and stages. LCO2 is a genuine
computerized resource, with each credit
comparable to one ton of carbon eliminated
from the air. Likvidi's blockchain-based
arrangement utilizes Verra enlisted carbon
credits from regenerative ventures, including
horticulture and ranger service, opening

another revenue transfer for ranchers and
backwoods directors. LCO2 can be utilized to
balance an organization's carbon impression
by resigning the tokens. The Voluntary
Carbon Market (VCM) was valued at $1
billion of every 2021 and is anticipated to be
esteemed at $100 billion by 2050, a
development of 100 crease. Likvidi is
cooperating with DAO Maker to send off
because of their solid history of supporting
blockchain-based new companies and a
common vision for sped up carbon markets.
Likvidi has chosen Avalanche's decentralized,
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BFSI IT Briefs
Fiservaccelerates digitalbanking transformationfor clients:

Fiserv, Inc., a main worldwide supplier of
installments and monetary administrations
innovation, as of late reported it has
consented to a conclusive arrangement to

secure Finxact, Inc., engineer of the cloudlocal financial arrangement that is
controlling advanced change all through the
monetary administrations area. The
exchange progresses the Fiserv advanced
financial
system,
extending
the
organization's driving record handling,
computerized,
and
installments
arrangements and situating Fiserv as the
accomplice of decision for clients hoping to
scale, speed up and grow the computerized
financial encounters they convey to their
clients. Fiserv was an early financial backer

in Finxact and, under the conditions of the
understanding, Fiserv will secure the excess
proprietorship interest for roughly $650
million. Established in 2016, Finxact gives
clients a cutting edge, ongoing, and
extensible financial arrangement that
engages monetary foundations with
improved admittance to their information.
Finxact can assist associations of all sizes
with sending off new items and
computerized capacities with most extreme
adaptability and versatility through a
powerful arrangement of current APIs.

Merchantsin thecreatoreconomycannowuseDropp'spaymentservices:
Dropp is a practical, computerized
micropayment exchange stage empowering
installments in FIAT ($USD) and digital
money, has fused three new vendors,
SubscribeStar, Inara.World and Chillfiltr onto
its installment stage. Through the mix with
Dropp, creators, artists, videographers,
visual craftsmen, and others in the maker
economy currently can acknowledge
micropayments for their manifestations and
be paid quickly and cost-successfully,
expanding their income stream and assisting

with income. The Dropp stage was created
by a group represent considerable authority
in controlled financial advancements and
was based on the Hedera Hashgraph
organization, a superior exhibition public
circulated record organization. Dropp is
interesting as a micropayment choice. Since
Dropp's underlying send off in 2021, Dropp
has effectively acknowledged installments
for DragonGlass, a cloud-based assistance
that gives live and chronicled information on
the Hedera Hashgraph organization.

Wintermuteand MercuryDigitalAssetsannouncetheir partnership:

Mercury Digital Assets, the main advanced
resource
and
cryptographic
money

exchanging innovation supplier, declared
they have authoritatively cooperated with
Wintermute, one of the biggest marketproduction firms, to give their clients
admittance to Wintermute's institutionalgrade liquidity. Mercury clients utilizing their
computerized OTC stage arrangement
(BEACON OTC) and their request and
execution the board framework (BEACON)
can now get to Wintermute's liquidity for
OTC digital currency exchanging. The
association will permit clients to make
turnkey, marked OTC contributions for
specialists, trades, bitcoin ATMs, and other

sell-side firms that give an all day, every day
exchanging stage to clients utilizing
Wintermute's liquidity, computerizing bidask spread markups, and other functional
undertakings, interfacing with outsider
overseers like Fireblocks, from there, the sky
is the limit. The association will add special
incentive for shared clients of Wintermute
and Mercury.

IncollaborationwithPayTile,Cross Riverwilldelivera location-basedpayments solution:
Cross River Bank, an innovation driven
monetary administrations association that
gives center framework and implanted
monetary arrangements, as of late declared
that it will control PayTile, a FinTech
organization that offers area based
installments through its application. PayTile
is one of the very first distributed (P2P)
installment stages that utilizes geo-area to
work with protected and private monetary
exchanges between clients without sharing

clients' very own data. Cross River will
furnish PayTile with center financial
foundation and driving installments abilities
through this new association. PayTile's P2P
item safeguards clients' very own data
during an advanced exchange in an
inexorably credit only world. PayTile is all
the while sending off Money Drop, their
exclusive innovation that takes the
application past P2P installments. With
practically no equipment, PayTile can
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BFSI IT Briefs
Umaziteams upwithArtesian: DueDiltocomputerizeandspeed upSMEcorporateduedetermination:

Artesian: DueDil, a main UK FinTech handling
a few monetary administrations greatest

difficulties, is satisfied to declare another
organization with big business computerized
character supplier, Umazi. Meaning to set a
new onboarding standard for due steadiness
processes in the SME market, the
cooperation between these two powerful
advanced pioneers will particularly work
with a more smoothed out and hearty
consistence scene. Directed organizations
like banks, FSIs, and law offices should
ceaselessly examine the personality and
legitimacy of SMEs to evaluate and group

hazard. Notwithstanding, regardless of being
time-delicate, these cycles are normally
wasteful. This remarkable organization
disposes of the weight by consolidating
Umazi's
open-source
permissioned
blockchain stage with Artesian: DueDil's
Business Information Graph (B.I.G) to
surface exceptional experiences for cutting
edge approval and confirmation at scale.

InventivePaymentSolutions dispatches IPSIPayApp:
Inventive Payment Solutions, Inc., a
California-put together FinTech organization
centered with respect to building a 21stcentury widespread advanced installment
stage, IPSIPay, as of late declared the
authority sendoff of its IPSIPay App. The
sendoff of the IPSIPay App addresses a
critical stage in the Company's methodology
to lay out a predominant traction in the
greatest settlement markets around the
world. The Company's IPSIPay App gives a
practical way to clients to dispatch cash to
Mexico. As indicated by wral.com, it is the

third-biggest settlement beneficiary around
the world and addresses more than $50
billion yearly settlements. Notwithstanding
its usefulness to send and get reserves, the
IPSIPay App likewise goes about as an
advanced wallet, empowering clients to
perform many banking related capacities,
including utilizing a VISA check card to
execute monetary exchanges.
Quite,
sending cash with the application is free to
both the source and the beneficiary, which
makes it financially savvy.

Thenewtellermachines fromBurgan arecompletelyintuitive:

Burgan Bank has presented new completely
Interactive Automated Teller Machines (ITM)
in its Adailiya and Marina Mall branches. The
new progressed electronic financial outlets

mirror the Bank's arrangement to take on
state of the art computerized innovations
that offer clients decision, access, and
accommodation by permitting them to finish
an assortment of monetary tasks flawlessly
every minute of every day from an
assortment of areas. The new ITMs offer a
total set-up of administrations that
empower clients to perform different
straightforward exchanges freely or take
part in more customized financial exercises
by imparting sound outwardly progressively
with a bank agent. The administrations

available through ITMs incorporate money
withdrawals of up to KD 5,000 every day,
cash stores of up to KD 3,000 every day, and
moves between own records or to other
Burgan Bank accounts. Clients can likewise
get reactions to every one of their requests
about the bank's administrations and items
and access a significant number of the inbranch administrations. The sendoff of these
new ITM upholds the development plans
pointed toward presenting to Burgan Bank's
administrations nearer to its clients across
Kuwait.

Googleduplicates downoncloudwithAirtelbargain:
Google's arrangements to put $1 billion in
Bharti Airtel and their collaboration in the
cloud space will speed up the Mountain
View-settled
Internet
monster's
computerized desires in probably its biggest
market, India, making it a more grounded
contender to bigger opponents Microsoft
and AWS, say specialists. They added that
the tie up will assist with googling center
particularly around the little and medium
business (SMB) market where Airtel has a
solid traction. Airtel as of now serves more

than 2000 enormous organizations and
around 1 million independent ventures in
India. As these organizations digitize, it is a
shared benefit for the cloud suppliers to
approach this client base, say investigators.
The two as of now have an organization on
cloud administrations. Last year, Airtel sent
off a broadband arrangement for
independent ventures and new companies
in organization with Google Cloud and Cisco
notwithstanding a current association for
the G Suite group of applications. As a cloud
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AWS organizations, Airtel has long-standing
client commitment.

BFSI IT Briefs
PaytmMoneypresents India's firstwisecourier forventures:

One97 Communications Limited that
possesses the brand Paytm, Indian advanced

installments and monetary administrations
stage, reported that its entirely claimed
auxiliary Paytm Money has presented India's
first astute courier, upsetting the manner in
which clients contribute and follow markets.
The organization has sent off 'Flies', with
which clients can get explicit data connected
with their stocks, examination about their
portfolio, market news, and significant
market developments. Paytm Money is
collaborating with InvestorAi to propose
stock proposals in light of signs created
utilizing man-made brainpower. Over the

recent years, India has seen a sharp ascent in
speculation action with numerous new
financial backers entering the market. While
these financial backers look to learn and
follow their speculations, there is a wealth of
sources giving news, investigation, diagrams,
and other data.

Cloud-basedVirtual AccountManagement2022is beinglaunchedbyiGTBas a SaaSoffering:
Intellect Global Transaction Banking (iGTB),
the exchange banking expert from Intellect
Design Arena Limited, positioned #1 on the
planet for Transaction Banking by IBS
Intelligence two years straight, reported its
completely cloud-local Virtual Accounts
stage, accessible as a SaaS offering. Joined
with quick installments, compromise can be
continuous and straight-through, opening up
turning out capital for corporates. This is
offered by means of self-administration and
API-based incorporation with corporate ERPs.

iGTB's Virtual Accounts Management 2022
works out in a good way past the customary
utilization of virtual records for compromise.
The arrangement presently implies a bank
can offer complex POBO and COBO benefits
and oversee between organization positions,
in this manner permitting its corporate
customers to make and work completely
fledged in-house banks. Joined with prompt
installments, compromise can be ongoing
and straight-through, opening up huge
turning out capital for corporates.

NumispicksTorstone's post-exchangestagetomeetCSDRcommitments:

Numis, a free UK speculation bank and
corporate counselor has expanded its
utilization of the cloud-based Torstone Post

Trade stage, to deal with its commitments
under the Central Securities Depositories
Regulation (CSDR). The Torstone Post Trade
stage is a multi-resource, multi-substance
cloud-based SaaS arrangement, covering
electronic exchange catch, distribution,
affirmation,
settlement,
bookkeeping,
hazard, corporate activities, compromise
and administrative detailing. The stage gives
a far reaching, adaptable client experience
for center and administrative center staff,
expanding mechanized straight through
handling (STP) and lessening manual

exertion. Torstone Technology, a worldwide
SaaS stage for post-exchange protections
and subsidiaries handling, reported that
Numis, an autonomous UK venture bank and
corporate consultant has broadened its
utilization of the cloud-based. The Torstone
Post Trade stage is a multi-resource, multisubstance cloud-based SaaS arrangement,
covering
electronic
exchange
catch,
allotment,
affirmation,
settlement,
bookkeeping, hazard, corporate activities,
compromise and administrative revealing.

MphasisandCrossToweraccompliceto speedupWeb3.0 andBlockchainadvances:
Mphasis,
a
data
innovation
(IT)
arrangements supplier spend significant
time in cloud and mental administrations,
declared its association with CrossTower,
one of the world's driving crypto trades, to
assemble a Center of Excellence (CoE)
zeroed in on Web 3.0 and a progression of
blockchain-based items that will be sent off

and exchanged on the CrossTower stage.
The organization among Mphasis and
CrossTower will speed up and scale the Web
3.0 ability inside Mphasis, giving new roads
to applying imaginative blockchain-based
arrangements openly and private ventures,
including
monetary
administrations,
production network, medical services and
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life sciences, protection, operations,
diversion, craftsmanship, and retail. The
quick reception of computerized resources

BFSI IT Briefs

has prompted monetary and non-monetary
foundations, remembering them for their
essential preparation. A new report predicts

that Web 3.0 and Blockchain market is
projected to develop dramatically by 2030.

MambuandVolanteTechnologiesworktogetherto spearheadcloud-local bankingandinstallments modernization:

Mambu, a worldwide supplier of cloud
installments and monetary informing
arrangements,
Volante
Technologies,

reported a spearheading coordinated effort
to quickly assist banks and moneylenders
with modernizing their banking and
installment frameworks. The essential
organization will empower joint clients to
accelerate the conveyance of creative
installment items and administrations
without expecting to tear and supplant
heritage
frameworks.
Conventional
monetary establishments battle with
unyielding inheritance frameworks, slow and
costly to supplant and adjust. Volante and

Mambu are joining forces to permit
monetary establishments to modernize their
current installment frameworks and right
away sendoff new arrangements with
various installments abilities like wire, ACH,
SEPA, ongoing and cross line installments.
The incorporation permits clients to carry
out installment functionalities quicker than
conventional sellers and furnishes more
extravagant
encounters
with
more
adaptable installment choices for shoppers
and organizations.

PagarBookexpects to assemblefullstackadvanced financialarrangement:
Sequoia and India Quotient-supported staff
participation and finance the board fire up,
PagarBook reported that they are building a
full stack advanced financial answer for SME
Employees. As a component of this bigger
methodology, PagarBook is set to send off
Savings Accounts for SME Employees and
has effectively sent off PagarBook Cash, a
first of its sort credit item founded on the
month to month pay of SME representatives
on its foundation. While focusing to open 1
million investment accounts inside the

following not many quarters, PagarBook
Cash has effectively seen an extraordinary
beginning, with a huge number of advances
previously being dispensed. The normal
ticket size is INR 5,000/-. Inside the following
a half year, PagarBook anticipates that this
number should hit 1,00,000 advances
dispensed a month. The portion of SME
workers has been underserved by the
standard financial biological system for a
really long time.
PagarBook sent off
'BetonBook' in Bangladesh last month.

Visionet'sDocuVu.AIgranted fromIBSIntelligenceforcreative and versatileutilizationofAI/ML.:

IBS Intelligence has picked DocVu.AI, a savvy
report handling item from head IT
organization Visionet, as the 'Most

Innovative Use of AI/ML: Most Agile and
Adaptable' alongside Celebrity Financial Inc.
The honor was allocated on the event of
IBSi's renowned Global FinTech Innovation
Awards, this year in their third release,
whose victors were declared during a virtual
service a month ago. More than 191
members in the Financial Technology space
across 48 nations drew in with the
opposition. Visionet is prestigious for
winning business results through its
profound industry experience and a
comprehensive perspective on business

through innovation. By joining computerized
system, client driven plan, and progressed
examination, Visionet assists its customers
with making fruitful and versatile
organizations in banking, retail, protection,
dispersion, and assembling. An organization
perceived all around the world for its
extensive arrangement of administrations, a
strong obligation to manageability and great
corporate citizenship, Visionet has a devoted
labor force of north of 7000, with its essence
in ten nations across four landmasses.

MarshmallowdispatchesMarshmallowAssist,controlledbytheAA:
Marshmallow, the computerized protection
supplier, has cooperated with the AA to
convey grant winning side of the road cover
for its clients. New and existing clients who
decide to add breakdown help to their
protection strategy will enjoy harmony of
psyche that they are upheld whatever occurs
on their excursion, with Marshmallow Assist,
fueled by the AA. The organization will
empower Marshmallow clients who add
breakdown cover to their strategy to get

Roadside Assistance, Home-Start and
National Recovery to help them with vehicle
issues. Drivers can likewise be consoled the
AA takes care of them assuming they change
to electric vehicles. Marshmallow is an
extraordinary power in the protection
market, having moved toward the business
from a tech-first viewpoint, making ready for
information
driven
cover
that
is
comprehensive, fair and reasonable.
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Subsequently, Marshmallow has seen fast
development since it was set up in 2017.

BFSI IT Briefs

Visapresentscloud-basedinstallmentacknowledgmentstage:

As of late, Visa declared another stage, Visa
Acceptance Cloud (VAC), set to alter the
manner in which organizations acknowledge

installments from their clients. Following the
accomplishment of the organization's
renowned "Tap to Phone" arrangement, VAC
will let acquirers, installment specialist coops, retail location (POS) makers, and
Internet of Things (IoT) players move
installment handling programming from
being inserted in every equipment gadget to
being generally open in the cloud. Currently
live across six topographies, VAC will assist
trend-setters with changing practically any

gadget into a cloud-associated installment
terminal while giving consistent, cloud-based
programming refreshes, hearty investigation,
and organization administrations from Visa.
Since VAC runs on Visa's server farms, it
likewise offers driving information security
abilities. In January 2020, Visa first exhibited
the force of "Tap to Phone," an industry-first
arrangement that changes current age
Android cell phones and tablets into contact
less retail location terminals.

Hydrfosters a receiptfinancestageto incorporatewithcloudbookkeepingprogrammingsuppliers:
FinTech fire up, Hydr, has fostered its
exclusive receipt finance stage to coordinate
with more significant cloud bookkeeping
programming suppliers, including Sage and
QuickBooks. Subsequent to sending off only
with Xero in May, the Hydr stage can now be
gotten to by millions more SMEs in the UK
who need to use their neglected solicitations
to advance income and assist with powering
their development. Clients of Sage,
FreeAgent, KashFlow, QuickBooks and Xero
who join with Hydr can get compensated
very quickly for the work they have finished

and invoiced, as opposed to holding up out
expanded installment terms and in any
event, considering stretching out their
borrowings to keep up with working capital.
Clients who interface their record to the
Hydr stage can expect a class-driving,
consistent mix. No duplication of
information is required, they keep on raising
their solicitations with their cloud
bookkeeping supplier to no one's surprise,
and Hydr will wrap up, financing endorsed
solicitations inside 24 hours.

i2caccomplices withEuro AsiaPaytohelpextend intheUSA:

i2c Inc., an advanced installments and
banking innovation supplier, as of late
reported its association with Vancouverbased FinTech Euro Asia Pay to build up an

impression for Hero Financials in the United
States. Saint Financials is EAP's fulladministration option in contrast to-banking
arrangement that permits watchmen to
effortlessly give assets to their wards while
controlling and observing installments and
advancing monetary education for the up
and coming age of buyers. Euro Asia Pay's
restrictive set-up of parental control
highlights supplement i2c's exceptionally
adjustable "fitting and-play" stage to offer
current installment answers for families
across the United States. The item includes a

versatile application with an inherent
planning device, investment funds work,
contactless installments, and security
supported by outsider encryption. Moves
are sent progressively, assets can be utilized
available or on the web, where clients
approach contactless and chip installments.
While Financial Technology is a quickly
developing industry around the world,
esteemed at $3.82 trillion in the US alone
with a normal accumulated yearly
development pace of 23.57% through 2025.

AdvantageOneCUchooses Scienaptic'sAI-Poweredcredit stage:
Driving AI-fueled credit choice stage supplier,
Scienaptic as of late reported that
Advantage One Credit Union has picked its
AI-based endorsing stage to supplement its
loaning interaction and settle on cutting
edge advance choices. Scienaptic is set for
increment credit accessibility by changing
innovation utilized in credit decisioning.
More than 150 years of credit experience is
inserted in Scienaptic's AI local credit choice
stage. Established in 1952, Advantage One

Credit Union began with serving workers of
McLouth Steel Corporation. Throughout the
long term, the credit association has
developed, with $208 million in resources
and two branches in southeast Michigan
that offer a scope of monetary items and
administrations. Advantage One highly
esteems offering predominant monetary
administrations than most huge banks. The
arrangement of Scienaptic's AI-controlled
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advance decisioning stage will advance its
span all through Michigan.

BFSI IT Briefs

Ecospendaccomplices withContisto offerBanking-as-a-Serviceitems:

Ecospend, the UK supplier of Open Banking
innovation, has declared collaborating with
Contis, the container European Banking-asa-Service (BaaS) supplier. By incorporating

Ecospend's 'pay-by-bank' innovation, Contis'
clients will have the choice to make accountto-account instalments and use account data
administrations
(AIS)
for
monetary
experiences. Contis clients will make
moment instalments between accounts,
including holding accounts, permitting them
to perform prompt withdrawals, discounts,
and guarantee ensured stores. Furthermore,
through Ecospend's innovation, and to assist
customers with dealing with their accounts,
an approval code will be shared to affirm

when assets have settled. This ensures no
discount or withdrawal is paid out before
the underlying instalment is handled.
Ecospend's customers will get to Contis'
holding accounts, taking into consideration
moment and ensuring stores, withdrawals,
and discounts through Open Banking
innovation. Ecospend's clients will likewise
be offered admittance to Contis' records and
can pay out of their records by means of
Faster Payment, Sepa Credit Transfer, Sepa
Instant, and International Payment rails.

corporate customers. Adding new highlights
and usefulness to the bank's past financial
stage demonstrated excessively costly and
tedious. Jack Henry's framework is open and
adaptable, permitting the bank to get to an
assortment of FinTechs, building a novel and
cutthroat biological system. The bank can
coordinate straightforwardly with the Jack
Henry banking framework utilizing jXchange
or the Banno Digital Platform utilizing the
Banno Digital Toolkit. Notwithstanding the
Jack Henry banking framework and Banno

Digital Platform, OMB is utilizing Jack Henry's
computerized loaning, store, and installment
arrangements.

assemble pall- grounded arrangements and
administrations for guests across a many
businesses. Veriff investigates in excess of
kinds of government handed IDs from north
of 190 nations in 40 unique cants by means
of AI and through its smart choice motor.
This engages Veriff guests to extend across
borders as it settles on its choice motor
cannier and more feasible over the long haul,
and this work with AWS will just grow
Veriff's print. Veriff sets the standard for
online IDV second, rehearsing its AIcontrolled capacities to pass on the making

need for trust on the web. The APN is the
worldwide abettor program for AWS. The
principle center lies in aiding Mates with
structure
effective
AWSgrounded
associations or arrangements. Turning out to
be essential for the APN prepares for
specialist associations to communicate a
more expansive crowd and construct
significant associations. Veriff's AI-fueled IDV
arrangement will presently be proposed to a
large number of associations as the APN
develops and grows around the world each
quarter.

OldMissouriBank choosesJack Henryto controldevelopmentandcomputerized Brand:
Jack Henry and Associates, Inc. as of late
declared that Old Missouri Bank (OMB)
chose Jack Henry to give an advanced and
open financial stage as a feature of the
bank's development. Springfield, Mo.- based
OMB is building another advanced bank,
sending off in mid-2023, with the intend to
extend geologically and serve clients from
one side of the country to the other. The
bank intends to serve all clients, from
individual financial clients to little and
moderate sized organizations and enormous

Veriffjoins AWSPartnerNetwork:

By joining the APN as an AWS Advanced
Technology Partner, Veriff turns out to be
important for the worldwide original area of
Partners exercising the association to

Digit,a neobankingcompanyandplatform, hasbeen acquiredbyOportun:
Oportun, a mission-driven FinTech firm,
recently announced the completion of its
acquisition of Digit, a neobanking
marketplace that offers automated savings,
making investments, and commercial bank
tools. The acquisition of Digit, according to
the company, expands its A.I. and digital
capabilities, allowing it to provide good hard
working consumers with a comprehensive
offering designed to meet their financial
requirements. Oportun paid approximately
$211.1 million for Digit, which included an

aggregate of approximately $112.6 million in
cash and approximately $98.5 million in
Oportun common stock and/or restricted
stock units to be resolved in Oportun equity
securities at a price of $24.477 per share of
Oportun common stock determined at the
time of signing in conformance with the
parties' definitive agreement to finance the
cash consideration, the company also closed
a Jefferies financing facility. Digit is a 2013
neobanking
platform
that
offers
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personalized savings, investing, and banking
tools.
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Cover Story – Digital Revolution in Banking and its Impact on the Sector
Introduction to Digital Banking

Limited interest rates, deleveraging and/or low credit growth, greater regulation and compliance requirements, and
a tarnished reputation have plagued the banking industry since the financial crisis of 2007–2009. The banking system
has seen major changes in recent years, coinciding with the emergence of these issues.
Banks have traditionally focused on product provision, whereas digital enterprises have shifted their business model
to a more holistic strategy that tries to address clients' problems and establish new service and customer experience
standards. Banking is changing from a branch-based model to one that relies on information technology (IT) and big
data, as well as highly specialised human resources. In terms of enhancing competitiveness and contestability in
banking markets, digital technology may have a significant impact. Banking will shift to a platform-based, customercentric paradigm, requiring incumbents to restructure. This digital revolution has the ability to increase efficiency
through innovation, increase supply diversity, and create a more competitive financial system that results in market
extension while also increasing financial inclusion. This transformation will put pressure on incumbents' margins,
possibly leading to higher risk-taking, and will spark a race to seize the sector's rents.

Furthermore, digitalization leads to more robust data analytics and intelligence, allowing banks to come closer to
their consumers and compete more effectively. Digital currencies have the potential to disrupt traditional payment
systems and banks. Cash is becoming increasingly rare. New entrants, particularly FinTech and BigTech, should gain
market share through efficiency advantages rather than through circumventing regulation or monopolising the user
interface. Furthermore, authorities must work to identify emerging threats to financial stability arising from new
types of systemic risk. The Indian FinTech market has enormous potential, thanks to a strong technology ecosystem
and a large market base with low financial services (FS) penetration.
Computerized Banking is the robotization of conventional financial administrations. Computerized banking
empowers a bank's clients to get to banking items and administrations through an electronic/online stage. Advanced
financial means to digitize all of the financial activities and substitute the bank's actual presence with a never-ending
web-based presence, wiping out a shopper's need to visit a branch.
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Technological Revolution and Efficiency
Banks serve a variety of functions in the economy. The maturity transition and liquidity provisions are at the heart of
it. Payment and transaction services make up the second function. Both tasks rely on the processing of hard data
that is verifiable and codifiable, as well as soft data that is based on relationship banking. Artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML), which primarily use big data, have dramatically expanded the weight of codifiable
information and the tools available to process it as a result of the digital revolution. Credit organisations can also use
AI to offer credit based on client profiles derived from market data (rating agencies) and internal credit policies. It
can assist in the creation of pre-approved offers for a certain customer. Digital disruption in the financial sector is
fueled by causes on both the supply and demand sides, most notably technical advancements and shifts in consumer
service expectations. Internet application programming interfaces (APIs), cloud computing, cellphones, digital
currencies, and block chain technology are all important technical supply variables.

According to a PwC analysis from 2017, global spending on artificial intelligence reached $5.1 billion, while the
mobile payments market in India is expected to reach $1 trillion by 2022, according to a Credit Suisse report. APIs
have enabled service improvements, including speedier payments, as well as support for easier service unbundling.
They've established themselves as the gold standard for data exchange in so-called open banking apps. Consumers'
daily lives have become increasingly dependent on mobile devices, which has increased the availability of financial
services. Multiple functions are captured on the client's interface, including payments, money transfers, and online
shopping. Digital wallets are one of the most rapidly increasing segments of the technology industry. In Asia, where
payment applications presently serve a billion users, their integration is very mature.
FinTech organizations also provide greater ease to their borrowers by using online origination technology. They have
altered the structure, provision, and consumption of financial services, but they have yet to achieve market
dominance. Big Tech platforms have the majority of the benefits of FinTech enterprises with almost none of the
disadvantages. They have a long-standing, loyal customer base as well as a vast amount of customer data. Big Tech
platforms, in particular, have access to significant company data and can use their scale to provide financial services
at a cheaper cost and in greater volume. FinTech and BigTech companies, on the other hand, nevertheless lack the
substantial knowledge and competence in risk management that giant banks possess. Indeed, incumbents already
offer a wide range of financial products, some of which are fairly complicated, and benefit from lower funding costs
thanks to their banking charters. The expansion of the digital banking industry is expected to be boosted by cost
effectiveness and convenience of use in financial transactions, but data breaches pose a threat to the sector's
growth.
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Furthermore, they have amassed data capital as a result of long-term client connections and have a reputation for
respecting customer privacy.

New Entrants and Key players
FinTech and other financial enterprises that have never offered banking services are examples of new entrants.
These businesses are often unable to compete with the established retail banks' brand equity, product breadth, and
history. In this new context, new entrants can create a market presence while distinguishing themselves from
incumbent banks and other new entrants by finding an attractive and/or underserved sector and developing a
customised digital banking experience.

How Fintech is Embracing Digital Revolution?
When it comes to AI in the banking industry, we can't forget about Chatbots. Specifically, since they have an impact
on customer service and experience by assisting customer support professionals. Banks and other financial
institutions can use chatbots to combine their self-help library with the chatbots. All client FAQs can be answered
automatically without the need for a live agent. Chatbots can automatically redirect clients to live representatives
for complicated questions.

Importance of AI in BFSI
1) Enables overall superior customer experience
Convenience is the polar opposite of traditional banking. It has failed to meet the financial needs of the majority of
its current consumers, the Millenials, today's youngest and most energetic generation. Artificial intelligence has
ushered in a technological revolution in banking, resulting in a plethora of new options. The most serious issue with
banks is long lines. Chatbots and other virtual assistants nearly totally overcome this problem, allowing customers to
do all banking transactions from the comfort of their own homes.

2) Empowers customer service through AI-based tools
When it comes to AI in the banking industry, we can't forget about Chatbots. Specifically, since they have an impact
on customer service and experience by assisting customer support professionals. Banks and other financial
institutions can use chatbots to combine their self-help library with the chatbots. All client FAQs can be answered
automatically
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without the need for a live agent. Chatbots can automatically redirect clients to live representatives for complicated
questions.

3) Data-driven decision-making
Banking institutions' legacy infrastructures and business processes have never fully embraced data. AI analytics can
help these organisations put their analytical data into a legible and understandable format by collecting and
analysing it. They'll be able to see their flaws and strengths thanks to AI-generated reports, allowing them to
repurpose their procedures. AI aids in the development and implementation of accurate marketing strategies. Big
data analytics has introduced exact targeting for each user group, so marketing techniques no longer require
guesswork.

4) AI-driven risk management
The banking and finance industries are extremely reliant on global forces. Scams, currency fluctuations, natural
disasters, and political turmoil all have a significant impact on these businesses. Business decisions should be
conducted with extreme caution during such unpredictable times. AI-driven analytics can help you stay prepared and
make timely decisions by providing a pretty clear picture of what is to come. Today, AI typically identifies dangerous
applications by calculating the likelihood of a client defaulting on a loan. It analyses historical behavioural patterns
and smartphone data to forecast future behaviour.
Several financial services, such as e-commerce, e-wallets, travel services, and remittance services, must also be
incorporated to provide a well-rounded package for customers. Finally, financial products that are tailored to the
needs of specific customers will be critical. 60 percent of adult banking customers in the Far East do not have access
to credit, according to estimates. Because traditional banks are unable to conduct risk assessments, digital banks will
be able to provide more favourable products to a market segment that is currently underserved.

The Impact of New Technologies

New technologies will continue to drive global banking for the next 5 years, according to two-thirds (66%) of banking
executives, compared to 42% of retail bankers in 2019. DevOps will drive core banking transformation, according to
84 percent of respondents, while 81 percent of banking executives believe a multi-cloud strategy will become a
regulatory requirement. Advanced technology, according to banks, are the driving force behind digital and open
banking. Cloud, micro services, DevOps, and APIs are all about allowing agility and flexibility in creating new business
models rapidly and cost-effectively while maintaining resilience and security, which is critical in a regulated industry
like banking.
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This year, regulation slid to second place as a significant strategic factor. The problem for regulators today is not
simply effective risk and compliance, but also managing the adoption of these new technologies and ensuring that
both consumer rights are safeguarded and the industry as a whole remains resilient in the face of increased
competition and innovation.

Artificial Intelligence a Game Changer

Artificial intelligence, when used wisely, is considered as a crucial differentiator between winners and losers in the
future. Building AI platforms is already the second-most-invested-in technology sector for banks, after cybersecurity.
The goal of AI and machine learning is to improve digital client engagement by harnessing transactional and
behavioural data banks already have. The most valuable use of AI, according to banks, is to improve the user
experience, which includes digital assistants and voice-assisted channels, as well as personalization of the customer
journey and digital marketing. Customer fraud, which is inextricably linked to experience, is another area where AI
can be used. Banks that offer a real-time alarm notification to the user when a transaction appears suspicious, for
example, provide a drastically different customer experience than those that reject the transaction beforehand,
causing a lot of difficulty and pain for their consumers.

Digital Transformation Accelerated

Even before COVID-19 had fully entered the respondents'
consciousness, the EIU research showed that digitization was well
underway. Banks' strategic initiatives include improving customer
experience and engagement, including intimacy and customisation, as
well as transitioning to digital channels and digital marketing. Even
more startling is the fact that nearly 60% of respondents predict the old
branch-based banking model would be obsolete by 2025, up to 44% last
year, and that cash will account for fewer than 5% of all worldwide
transactions, compared to 48% last year. With the COVID-19 problem, digital customer involvement will become
even more important. Consumer behaviour has already changed as a result of evident factors such as the inability to
visit branches during the lockout and the shift of the majority of shopping to the internet. In parallel, with small firms
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collapsing and economic activity plunging, unemployment and financial misery have increased, and as a result, more
consumers and SMEs are contacting their banks for assistance. As a result, customer traffic in branches is spilling
over to call centres and, eventually, to digital channels in all countries. Furthermore, due to perceived safety,
contactless payments have increased in several nations.
Banks have realised that they have no choice but to improve their digital capabilities as a result of COVID-19. In
terms of scalability, they now need to handle many more interactions and transactions, expand Omni-channel
capability to enable relationship managers and call centres to seamlessly engage, and ensure that even complex
customer journeys can be handled completely digitally across all product lines and services, including those that are
currently only available in branches. Banks must assist non-digital consumers, such as the elderly, in quickly
converting to digital banking. One Chinese bank created a COVID-specific online portal to educate customers about
their products and services through video training and video servicing capabilities.

Open Banking and the Rise of Platforms

With COVID-19 speeding up the digitization of banking, 45 percent of banking respondents claim their strategy is to
create a "genuine digital ecosystem" by integrating their self-built digital services with third-party solutions to
improve customer experience and generate new revenue streams. The platform of banking is expected to guide the
sector, according to an overwhelming 83 percent of poll respondents, up 30% from last year. Various forms of
collaboration with multiple participants in a larger banking eco-system are gaining traction.
Larger banks are pursuing a variety of tactics, including working with platform behemoths in some countries,
developing green-field banks in collaboration with local telecom or tourism businesses in another, and distributing
third-party, non-banking items on their own portal in still another. All banks are on the lookout for novel use cases
that bring significant value to their consumers. Client examples include developing a multi-bank aggregator app and
utilising open APIs to deliver non-banking services such as password management or hosting a charity bazaar on the
bank's own portal.
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How are Indian Banks Moving Towards a Digital Revolution?

Banks began to use Information Technology by implementing Personal Computers, which were relatively new at the
time. Banks then shifted to a Local Area Network (LAN), which connects a group of computers via a single connection
line. Banks then adopted the Core Banking platform, which facilitates day-to-day banking transactions such as
creating new accounts, originating and servicing loans, processing cash deposits and withdrawals, and so on. As a
result, branch banking became bank banking. All of these features helped banks boost consumer comfort and
provide a better customer experience through the Anywhere and Anytime Banking feature. This service allowed
users like us to do banking transactions 24 hours a day, seven days a week, through all of the bank's branches
throughout India. In the latter half of the 1990s, the economy began to open up. In India, private and international
banks began to compete with public sector banks. During this time, computerization increased as banks began to use
more and more computers to compete with one another and stay in the race. To stay competitive, several
commercial banks began offering digital consumer services.

Progress over the years
Banks, as well as clients like us, have reaped significant benefits from the adoption of newer technology by banks,
which have made the overall process more user-friendly. E-banking has reduced bank costs while also increasing
their user base, allowing them to make more revenue through numerous channels. Human error has lessened as a
result of digitization. Data can now be accessed and analysed at any time. All of these new improvements in banks
have been overseen by the Central Bank. With the introduction of MICR, Electronic Funds Transfer, commercial
banks in our country have advanced towards technology through Bank Mechanisation and Automation. Banks can
employ MICR-based cheque processing to verify the validity of signed checks and improve their security. Customers
like us can use
electronic funds transfer to shift money from one account to another without having to visit a bank location.
Interconnectivity between bank branches, enabled by the usage of a standard platform, has aided in faster decisionmaking and data availability. The implementation of the ATM Channel has made it possible for us to conduct
transactions from anywhere in the country without having to visit a branch. The Central Bank of our country has
taken significant steps to strengthen the payment and settlement systems in banks.
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CTO’s View
Mr Amartya Singh
Senior Director
Cashfree
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:
I have 10+ years of cross-functional domain work-experience in Strategy,
Partnerships, BD/Sales, P & L Growth & People Management. My work stints
are spread across diverse sectors like PaymentTech, InternetTech, FinTech,
Education, Consulting. At Digio, as Head of Business, my work involved
Market assessment, BD/Sales, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance,
Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account Management, Pitching, Commercials,
Delivery, Upselling.
I have worked with a Marquee clientele incl. Banks(Private/Public), NBFCs (Loans, Stock-broking, Insurance, Techdriven firms (Fintech, EdTech, RegTech, etc), Corporates and Govt. entities, and worked with regulatory bodies like
NPCI, CCA, India Stack for setting up frameworks like eNACH, eSign. Prior to Digio, I have worked as the Business
Head with P&L responsibilities at T.I.M.E. Pvt Ltd for a 10+ Cr Revenue Testprep product. I have also had
Management Consulting experience in Strategy & Operations at KPMG where I have worked in engagements
involving business strategy planning, project management, go-to-market strategy and process optimization.

Experience

Cashfree
1 year 7 months
Senior Director - Banking Partnerships, New Product Initiatives & BaaS
April 2021 - Present (3 months)
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Banking Partnerships
New Product Initiatives



BaaS (Neobanking)



Cross-border Payments

Digio.in
Head of Business
May 2017 - October 2019 (2 years 6 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Areas of Work: Market Assessment, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account
Management
- Product Portfolio: Aadhaar/DSC eSign, NPCI-Compliant NACH for debits & subscriptions, Document Management
- Led strategic alliance & executed Digitization Go-Live for Banks, Stockbrokers, Fintechs, Insurance firms and
Unicorns in the digital education, insurance marketplace and B2B marketplace
- Liaised with regulatory bodies like NPCI, CCA for development of frameworks like NACH, eSign, India
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Mr. Vikas Kumar
Co-Founder at Loan Tap Financial
Technologies, Investor, Author, Marathoner
Pune, India

- Over sixteen years’ experience in the software industry with the majority of it as a CTO of Brainvisa which
I founded along with my partners in 2000.
- Advising startups and small business to get to the next level in technology and strategy, have invested in
few of these startups.
- Co-authored a book titled " Startups - Finding funding " which talks about 20 startups and how they raised
funds in 20 unique ways.

Loan Tap Financial Technologies
Co-Founder and CTO
July 2016 - Present
- A Fintech firm for online delivery of retail asset products.
- Loan tap specialises in providing unique financial products primarily to Salaried Professionals.
- Loan tap has been growing rapidly and is now a well-recognised brand in the Fintech space.

Brainvisa Technologies
Co-founder and CTO
March 2000 - January 2010
Pune Area, India
- Over my 10 year stint I built a Learning Management System, Rapidel a Word based Authoring Tool and Wow an
ELearning Project Management Tool which was even used by Microsoft and UPS
- We were one of the largest ELearning companies from India catering to the Fortune 500.

Mobikon Technologies PVT Ltd
Technical Architect
August 2010 - March 2012

Education



Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
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Mr Andy Sen
Chief Technology Officer
mPokket
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:

If we haven't met before, adding a relevant note to your
connection request will significantly improve the chances of
it being accepted.
We are building the next generation platform for quick loans
– from app download to money in your bank account in 15
minutes or less.

Experience

mPokket
Chief Technology Officer
April 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
Scale, scale, scale my platform, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily merrily - Life is anything and (at times) a dream.
Tesco Bengaluru
Head of Software Development
March 2016 - April 2019 (3 years 2 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
▪ Lead distributed engineering teams- serving up Product Data and Marketing Content (API & micro sites)
▪ Product APIs used across Tesco’s website, tills and IoT/Handheld devices
▪ Clear focus on scalability, availability and engineering efficiency

Capital mind
Consulting CTO
March 2014 - January 2016 (1 year 11 months)
For Capital Mind:
▪ Capital Mind: Architecting, coding and hosting of a scalable platform for visualization of market data from NSE India
▪ Edu Synapse: Architected and coded multiple use cases on the Raspberry Pi- Pulse oximeter, educational content
distribution, classroom teaching & quizzing aid
▪ Overseeing the tech build & launch of an early stage home decor start-up.
▪ Consultant for a DRDO technology firm

CTO’s View
Sunit Vakharia
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Head - Consumer Banking Technology India- DBS Bank
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
▪ Responsible for defining roadmap, planning and delivery of strategic capabilities for BOB Financial spanning back to
front, aligning with the firm’s broader strategy.
▪ Senior strategic executive with solid understanding of the Financial ecosystem, deeply analytical and data driven
with strong understanding of technologies.

HSBC
Senior VP, IT Development,
HSBC Technology
Mumbai, India
▪ Elevated to Senior VP HSBC with extensive IT Delivery Management responsibilities.
▪ Promotes Entrepreneurial Thinking, Diversity and Ensures alignment to Group Risk and Control Improvement
programs.
▪ Actively participate in defining HSBC India Technology Strategy, Future Roadmap and Target Operating model for
Software Delivery function.
▪ Senior Stakeholder Management, Cost Management and People Management as core deliverables.
▪ Built an Investor Relations application which significantly streamlined a fund's IR reporting process
▪ Headed end to end implementation of RBI’s Automated Data Flow at HSBC.
▪ Participate in IT Strategy, IT Steering Committee and Annual Technology Planning.

VP - Delivery, Global Functions & Data Solutions
HSBC Technology
Overall strategic planning, coordination and delivery of a functionally and financially efficient IT Development /
Systems Delivery portfolio for Global function, Service Delivery and Frontline Businesses.
As Delivery Head of Data Solution, Global functions &amp; Support Services will be responsible for Managing as well
rolling out end to end technology solutions for Global Functions at the same time delivering BI/CRM/Sales
solution for ‘Pan Bank’.

Education



University of Pennsylvania - The Wharton School
Leadership Management Training, Strategic Thinking and Leadership.
University of Mumbai.
Bachelor of Engineering, Instrumentation
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Mr Harsh Mittal
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Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue, Mumbai

Introduction: As an expert in building large scale software products and services I enjoy

building, leading and mentoring product and engineering teams to succeed in challenging
projects with big customer impact. CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform
with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000 crores and counting with
innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for
CredAvenue.

Experience

CredAvenue Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000
crores and counting with innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for CredAvenue.MOBI: Digital eKYC
(Merchant On boarding) App

Facebook
Engineering leader
Leading multiple engineering teams in integrity space. Solving problems of online Identity fraud and
misrepresentation enabling accountability and reducing harm.

Circles.Life
Head of Engineering
I am responsible for all Engineering functions including Backend development, Mobile, Web, Data, Devops, SRE, QA
and TPM. I have been instrumental in building Engineering team, Defining Tech vision, strategy and architecture. I
have grown Engineering team from less than 15 to 150+ across SG, Bangalore, India, Taiwan, Australia and Indonesia
during last 1.5 years. We use a cloud-based business model to automated telco systems and replace legacy. To
customer, we deliver a highly customisable mobile service (voice, data, roaming, others) that users can manage
through their smartphones.

Jio
Head of Engineering
Headed Engineering for Financial innovation center @Bangalore. Managed multiple full stack teams (50+ engineers)
responsible for Jio Coupons platform, Jio Tap & Pay and Jio Payments

Flipkart
Senior Engineering Manager
At Flipkart I managed Payments and Big data platform teams

CTO’s View
Mr Ayaskant Mohapatra
Head of Information Technology
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YES SECURITIES, Thane
Scalable system architecture design for various software project Moving with new digital innovation and taking the
business to next level by implementing Mobile Platform and Big data. Hands on experience with, Open Source,
Microsoft and Oracle Application stack. Dynamic and accomplished professional with extensive experience in
handling application software products & planning for infrastructure setup for financial institutions (Capital market,
Institutional broking & retail broking, NBFC, Insurance, banking and Mutual funds). Also Managing IT setup through
in-house team as well as Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in a cost effective way. Hands
on experience for start-ups and managing acquisition.

Experience

YES SECURITIES
Head of Information Technology
Mumbai, India
EXPERTISE
 Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
 Implemented a robust trading solution for investing in various asset class including Commodity and
third party products.
 Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
 Setting up New Edge Data Centre with DR and BCP for the critical business function.
 Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding Institutional business &branch business.
 Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
 Set up digital way to reach out our customers using social media and what's app and Instagram.
Axis Securities Limited
DGM Information & Technology
Mumbai, India






Managing IT setup for Axis Securities, involved in Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in
a cost effective way.
Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
Implemented a robust trading solution for Axis Direct, which is the fastest trading platform in terms of execution
and ahead of competition.
Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
Implemented MPLS network across branches. This helps us to save major cost on bandwidth and brings us
reliability.
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Setting up DR and BCP for the critical business function.
Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding branch business.
Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
Set up first in the industry Hosted Contact Centre solution for both in bound and out bound with integrated with
missed called service.

HSBC Invest Direct (India) Limited,
V.P Software Development
Working as delivery head for the core business products which includes building and managing Trading application,
Risk management system, various middleware application, customer service module including web portal.
Responsible for infrastructure management along without sourced vendor and in-house expertise.




Smart Direct, Online trading Platform (Equity, Derivatives. IPO & Mutualfund).
HAWK – Consolidated risk Management system (Equity, derivative and MTF/Non MTF).
Common Account code generation across all product segments.



Private Banking and Weal management platform development.
Online Payment Gateway with HSBC and few other banks.
Content website development, Integration with Trading website
ISS – The Interactive Stock Screener – A toll that helps you spot market opportunities.
Smart Portfolio – The integrated portfolio management system to manage customer transaction.
Data Centre management and infrastructure planning.







Motilal Oswal Financial Services.
Manager Software development
Mumbai, India
I was associated with Motilal Oswal Financial Services as a Manager Software development and had the opportunity
to lead and nurture a team of 20+ skilled resources at all level. Had responsibility to implement and execute the
strategy for CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.









Stabilized Branches and Franchisee network through V-sat network.
Corporate Website – Developed internally.
Equity and Derivative Back Office Implementation.
PMS application Implementation.
DP Back Office Implementation.
Call Analysis Application integration with CRM module.
departments on assigned projects.
Implemented CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.

TeleSoft Systems
Sr. Software Developer
Mumbai
Was working for our various Banking clients like HDFC bank, service industries & FMCG clients. Work on the product
Portfolio managmentsolutions, Investment banking and core banking Application. and variousFinancial modules for
RISK Management System.
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Jet Airways
Group Head Information Technology
Was a part of and headed Jet Airways Digital Innovation & Technology unit and reported to group CEO. Was leading a team of
300+ employees. As part of this assignment led multiple Digital Opportunities at Jet Airways which transformed Jet Airways from
an Old Tech School in to a Digital savvy Organisation. Few of my initiatives were:






Voice Based Solution
Artificial Intelligence Based Booking and Payment Engine
Global Distribution System Consolidation
Digital Buy ON Board solution along with Seat Map, Offline order Processing.

Career Highlights:
➢ I bring with me over 13+ years of experience in software development experience including 7+ years of
Mobility Banking experience & Digital Solutions.
➢ Working as a Director/Delivery Manager – Mobility, working exclusively on Mobile Wallets & growing
business to customer area for MasterCard.
➢ Service Delivery Operations Lead – Accountable for managing and delivering procurement operations
services including: requisition/order management, contract management, supplier performance
management, with oversight and responsibility for ~ 40+ FTEs. Consistently exceeded contract service level
agreements (SLA) over 3-year period.
➢ Been involved in all stages of software development cycle, I am comfortable working with AGILE, SDLC
SCRUM.
➢ Worked on Cross Platform such as Phonegap, Kony, Sencha Touch (HTML, CSS & JQuery) & Native
Platform as “Objective C for iOS” and integration of various ERP's, Database to the Mobile Application.
➢ Accountable for the development and the implementation of integrated federated Mobile solutions
working across all of MasterCard business units.
➢ Work closely with business stakeholders to obtain consensus on both design and digital vision and
implementation track
➢ Lead consolidation of platforms and re-use of systems in order to bring efficiencies within MasterCard
and bring products quickly to market
➢ Maintains relationships with business partners and stakeholders by providing support, information, and
guidance; researching and recommending new opportunities.
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Special Coverage – How Cloud Computing is Transforming Banking
Introduction
Cloud computing is the providing of on-demand computing services through the internet and on a pay-as-you-go
basis, ranging from apps to storage and processing power. Companies can rent access to anything from applications
to storage from a cloud service provider rather than owning their own computing equipment or data centres. One
advantage of cloud computing is that businesses can avoid the upfront costs and complexity of building and
maintaining their own IT infrastructure by paying only for what they use, when they use it. As a result, cloud
computing service providers can realise enormous economies of scale by providing the same services to a diverse set
of consumers. Cloud computing services today include everything from basic storage, networking, and processing
power to natural language processing and artificial intelligence, as well as common office programmes. Almost any
service that doesn't require you to be physically near the computer gear you're using can now be supplied through

the cloud.
A large number of services rely on cloud computing. Consumer services such as Gmail and cloud backup of your
smartphone images are examples, as are services that allow major organisations to host all of their data and run all of
their programmes in the cloud. Netflix, like a number of other companies, uses cloud computing to handle its video
streaming service as well as its other business operations. The location of the service, as well as many other variables
such as the hardware or operating system on which it is running, are essentially irrelevant to the user in cloud
computing. With this in mind, the cloud metaphor was adopted from ancient telecoms network schematics, in which
the public telephone network (and subsequently the internet) was frequently depicted as a cloud to suggest that the
network (and later the internet) was simply a cloud of objects. Of course, this is an oversimplification; for many
customers, the location of their services and data remains a major concern.
Cloud computing has had a profound impact on industry and end users: numerous parts of daily existence have been
changed by the ubiquity of programming that sudden spikes in demand for cloud organizations. By utilizing
distributed computing, new companies and organizations can enhance expenses and increment their contributions
without buying and dealing with all the equipment and programming. Free engineers are engaged to send off
universally accessible applications and online administrations. Scientists can share and dissect information at scales
once held exclusively for exceptionally supported projects. Furthermore, web clients can rapidly get to programming
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and stockpiling to make, offer, and store advanced media in amounts that reach out a long ways past the processing
limit of their own gadgets.

Special Coverage – How Cloud Computing is Transforming Banking
What is the History of Cloud Computing?

The name "cloud computing" has been used since the
early 2000s, but the concept of "computing-as-a- service"
dates back to the 1960s, when computer bureaus offered
firms the option of renting time on a mainframe rather
than purchasing one. The emergence of the PC, which
made owning a computer much more cheap, and
subsequently the rise of corporate data centres, which
allowed organisations to store massive amounts of data,
completely eclipsed these 'time-sharing' businesses.
However, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the concept
of renting access to computer power reappeared in the
form of application service providers, utility computing, and grid computing. Following that, cloud computing gained
traction with the introduction of software as a service and hyperscale cloud computing companies like Amazon Web
Services.
Whenever telecom organizations made the shift from highlight guide information associations toward Virtual Private
Networks during the 1990s, distributed computing truly began to take off. With the PC blast of the 1980s, a ton of
ventures were searching for a method for interfacing every one of their PCs in-house where they would have the
option to get to one another's common information and VPNs permitted them to do as such. With a lessening in cost
and an expansion in assistance, you could see that the cloud was going to take off. What's more, in 1999
Salesforce.com became one of the trailblazers in distributed computing by conveying undertaking applications by
means of a basic site. The applications could be gotten to by any client with Internet access and organizations had
the option to buy the assistance on a financially savvy on-request premise.

Role of Cloud Computing in BFSI Sector
Expansion into new Markets
Cloud computing enables banks to modify their business processes and expand into new industries or locations
without incurring the time and financial costs of establishing a physical presence. It aids in the development of new
markets and services, as well as the enhancement of consumer access to and use of the bank's products and services.
Banks will be considerably more capable of providing consistent service to customers across branches and locations,
as well as integrating a myriad of disparate customer data and analytics.

Data-driven insights
The volume and complexity of data generated by over a billion consumers performing day-to-day business through
online banking services is vast, and it can hold the key to monitoring and predicting trends and opportunities for banks
and financial services organisations. Cloud adoption offers more sophisticated consumer intelligence, allowing banks
to transform into "social enterprises" and redefine their client interactions. Cloud services' flexibility and efficiency
can help businesses maintain track of market developments and dynamically adjust their plans and functions.

Security and Risk Management
The current data storage architecture necessitates banks' ongoing vigilance and upgradation in response to escalating
threats of hacking and cybercriminals. This ongoing vigilance and upgradation necessitates a dedicated workforce and
budget allocation. Cloud Computing Service Providers take care of this hassle for banks and financial organisations,
ensuring security and eradicating cyber risks.

Speed to Market
In today's world, when client loyalty isn't guaranteed, the fiercely competitive BFSI business requires a lot more
agility and rapid innovation to keep up with changing client demands. Cloud infrastructure allows internal teams,
partners, and customers to collaborate more effectively, leading in higher productivity, shorter development cycles,
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and faster time to market. Cloud computing can also support rapid prototyping and innovation, allowing banks to
give new services and benefits to their clients more quickly and efficiently by allowing businesses to swiftly alter
processes, goods, and services to meet changing market needs.

Special Coverage – How Cloud Computing is Transforming Banking
Enhanced Customer Satisfaction and Relationship

Another significant benefit of digital channels is the ability to supply clients with real-time solutions. With the
support of cloud technologies, mobile apps, and digital back-end setups, banks have been able to significantly
simplify their internal procedures. Customers' banking experiences are considerably improved by cloud-based
products that make use of social media. Providing a consistent online customer experience has become critical for
earning consumer trust, lowering operational costs in physical locations, and providing more tailored services.

Importance of Cloud in Banking Sector
For a financial services company, the cloud has emerged as a catalyst for corporate business change. As banks
gradually incorporate cloud technology, it will be necessary to improve operations in the future.

Improved Data Security
A data security breach's financial impact is unquestionably one of the most serious repercussions. It might set you
back millions of dollars. Despite the fact that data breaches are on the rise, most banks continue to rely on onpremise systems. Cloud computing has cleared the path for a successful data-tamper-proof alternative. It offers a
current customer-centric platform with superior security to protect banking information.

Better Cost Optimization
Using a legacy on-premise technology makes adapting to periodic organisational changes extremely difficult. The
flexibility of this technology to adapt to the ever-changing needs of organisation expansion could be a potential
benefit. It enables you to employ the precise amount of resources required based on your requirements. As a result,
you can save money on infrastructure, continuing operational costs, server space, and IT employee resources as a
result of this. The one-of-a-kind concept allows financial institutions to pick and choose whatever services they want
to utilise on a pay-as-you-go basis.

A Remarkable Degree of Client Experiences
One of the key essentials driving this opposition is the remarkable development of information and the utilization of
cloud innovation to produce granular, definite, rich client bits of knowledge. Clients were at that point more
requesting of the sort of monetary assistance they expect before 2020, however the pandemic took it to another
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level. Essentially, in the event that banks don't meet client assumptions, the clients - particularly Generation Z and
Millennials - will go somewhere else to a monetary specialist co-op that will.

Special Coverage – How Cloud Computing is Transforming Banking
Increased Efficiency
Banking cloud technology aids financial services firms in streamlining operations and increasing efficiency. Payment
processes can be made even easier by bringing buyers and sellers together on a single platform. This speeds up
transactions and makes data tracking easier.

03 03

Business Continuity
Cloud computing can help banks and financial services organisations preserve their data, improve fault tolerance, and
recover from disasters. It offers higher levels of redundancy and backup at a lesser cost than typical managed systems.

Agility and Transformation
Flexible cloud-based operational models can help financial institutions reduce the time it takes to build new products.
The linked technology enables modern banking consumers to receive a faster and more efficient answer to their needs.
Non-critical services, such as maintenance, software patching, and other computing difficulties, can be shifted. This
allows financial institutions to concentrate more on company development.

Conclusion
The Cloud revolution is currently underway. However, developing precise and well-thought-out strategies to deploy
and maintain cloud systems is crucial to ensuring a smooth transition to Cloud and maximising its benefits.
Comprehensive Cloud consulting services along the Cloud journey will go a long way toward maximising the Cloud
experience. The BFSI sector has experienced an increase in online banking activity, which has prompted lenders to
embrace digital transformation, with cloud computing playing a key role in this approach. In addition to lowering costs,
increasing flexibility, and improving customer connections, cloud computing has fuelled growth in this industry.
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IT Facts

Today it would take a person approximately 181 million
years to download all the data from the internet.
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IT Facts
A robot built in the late 1990s called Kismet can
recognise emotions through human body language and
voice tone.

A robot wrote an article on an earthquake in
California on the Los Angeles Times website, gathering
data from a seismograph.

A robot that rebuilt itself after noticing its performance
had dropped after losing two of its six legs. The robot did

not know what the problem was but fixed it by trial and
error.
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AI in Education

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education, Architecture & IT-BFSI Sectors.
We have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 66,000+ followers across our leading
social media platforms.
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